
Reading the lineup is key to maximizing one's surfing opportunity. Having solid objects on land to line up and
hold one's position is essential in light of the shifting nature of the ocean. Similarly, leaders within Christian
Surfers need solid, unchanging principles to hold them in position so they can maximize their ministry
opportunities. The Leadership Lineup features unchanging leadership principles to keep you, and the ministry
you lead, in peak position.

Extract from Christian Surfers Foundations Training
Unit 4 "Building a Leadership Team"
from the Trainers Notes

"People just don't seem committed anymore," complained Brad. "Since two leaders of our CS team got girlfriends
and one key woman got married, they have slackened off so much!"

"How about those older groms?" Wayne encouraged.

"You're kidding, all they want to do is hang out and go surf. Sure they're Christians and all, but I would not
want them on the team!" responded Brad.

"Maybe that's the issue, they aren't on the team because you've never built up one?" parried Wayne.

"If they're committed they would just step up and do it wouldn't they, I'm not into holding their hands and
nursing them along! No one did that for me, I pioneered this mission and it was enough to know that God called
me. That should be enough for them!" Brad left the conversation frustrated. He was committed, but felt his local
CS team was abandoning him. Wayne also left frustrated. He was committed, but felt Brad was abandoning the
team.

So who is right?

Biblical Basis of Team
The Bible is clear on team leadership in both the Old and New Testament. There is always some sort of team or
group leadership: the king and prophets, the tribes and the Levites, Jesus and the disciples and the introduction
of elders and deacons in the church. God in fact works in the context of team ministry in the trinity - three joint
entities working in unity for the one purpose.

Similarly, any CS leadership team has a similar style - individuals working in unity for a common out come. Like
the trinity, each individual brings different, gifting, styles, personality and outworking to the team. It is most
likely, and in fact desirable, to have leaders from different churches involved in the leadership team and
celebrate the differences we bring. Whilst there will be inevitable difficulties, it is vital to concentrate on the core
gospel elements we are united on. This will bring the UNITY that is vital for any leadership team. Jesus prays
directly for this in John 17:20-26, "may they be brought to complete unity to let the world know that you sent
me."

The CS leadership team is more than a work group or a group of people involved in CS "it is a community of
believers it should reflect the values and methods of the kingdom of God." "A new commandment I give you:
Love one another. By this all men will know that you are my disciples, if you love one another." John 13:34-35.



Acts 2:42-47 talks about the early church and the intimacy and impact of this fellowship of believers. (cf 1 Cor
12, Col 3:1-13, James 5:13-16, 1 John 1:5-10)

Reflect on and discuss the importance of this and how this team relationship is or isn't reflected in your CS
Group?

CSI Team Leadership Priorities
We are more than just running activity. As a leader you must monitor and
encourage your team and their walk with God and their walk with one another.
Out of good relationships at this INSIDE ministry level, the OUTSIDE ministry
will flow. Your work for God must flow out of your walk with God and with one
another.

Have your leadership team brainstorm about practical ways you encourage
growth in these areas:

walk with God
walk with one another
work with inner group (regular members)
work with outer group (unreached potential members)

Clean Team, Col 3:1-13
We saw in unit 1.2 'Leadership,' that the Kingdom of God values are opposite to the world's values. Worldly
leadership tend to 'lord it over' those under them. Mistakes, if acknowledged at all, are covered up or justified.
Kingdom leadership values seek to facilitate a leadership team that serves to empower and encourage others,
not just the gifting of one key leader. This servanthood leadership is expressed with open communication in both
affirming strengths as well as honest feedback about weaknesses.

Being accountable, transparent, vulnerable as a group is a reflection of the Kingdom of God (John 17:20-26.) It
is also recognized that sin along with its related disunity is the greatest sabotage to any ministry. 'Sin in the
camp' as exampled with the people of God in Joshua 7. Confession is an ancient Christian foundation (James
5:16) and proven even by secular psychology to be beneficial for the soul. If our character is failing and sin is
clouding our relationship with God and with the others in our leadership team, this will affect the work of the
mission.

One very practical strategy of enhancing the inner two circles of our walk with God and with one another is
titled 'The Clean Team.' This is a time of openness and transparency as a team. It can only be done where
there is established:

A culture of confidence and loving acceptance without fear of judgement or condemnation
The leader sets the example of honesty and vulnerability
Ideally in single sex groups
After each time of sharing should come a time of prayer for one another and a releasing of that sin at
the foot of the cross
Regularly practiced to allow for people to grow in their confidence and share in their own time

When have you been vulnerable and open, do you have people you are accountable to regarding your
character?

What experiences, good and bad, have you had with such a level of sharing and accountability?

As best as you are able to facilitate, have your leadership team break into pairs with those they are most
comfortable with, or if suitable, remain in a group and practice a 'clean team' time of confession. Follow on with
prayer for each other and your team. 

Leadership Team Dynamics
There are a number of different leadership styles which will impact a leadership team in many ways. In simplified
terms, leaders tend to have a core style.

Relational Focus. This leader tends to focus on the felt needs of the team and
revolves around this. Leadership teams with this dynamic tend to remain intact
and can be comfortable and enjoyable. However, they do not move in mission
beyond themselves and are prone to stagnate. At 'worst' it can become a
fellowship or therapy group which, whilst not a problem in itself, is not what a
CS mission is about. Have you seen this in CS or how this may potentially
happen?

Task Focus. This leader tends to focus on achieving tasks but at the expense of people. They might reach the
mission, but tend to leave burnt out people along the way, and may end up being there alone. Leadership teams
with this dynamic tend to be highly active, program orientated and can be prone to 'move with the movers' and



leave the rest behind. At worst they are dominated by strong individuals, can abuse people and leave a poor
testimony to the wider community. Have you ever seen this in CS or how this may potentially happen? 

Balance Team Dynamic. This leader has the maturity to balance both people and tasks. They reach their
mission and do so together. People are appreciated and are nurtured in their gifting. This leader knows when the
group needs to stretch forward in mission, and when it needs pause, or even withdraw to consolidate. Few
leaders naturally balance this, and have to learn to get the balance. Typically, this comes from a healthy
dynamic of a leadership team that can give honest feedback. Have you seen this in CS and what sort of things
can help make this happen?

Reflect on the quote "If you want to go fast, go alone, if you want to go far, go together." African proverb

What is your natural leadership preference? Task or people? How will you manage your strengths and
weaknesses in the team?

Round Pegs in Round Holes
Ideally, the best leadership group dynamic is simply "facilitating people to do what God has called them to do
with what God has gifted them together for a common purpose." The great skill of good leaders is not so much
how gifted they are personally, but how they can empower others gifting. Consider the following quote, is there
a Biblical basis is there for this? "I can do things you can not do, you can do things I can not do, together we
can do great things." Mother Theresa

Illustration (from 'Good to Great' by Jim Collins) It is vital that you get the right people on the bus and the
wrong people off the bus. It is then the skill of the leader to determine which seat on the bus best suits each
person. This illustration is to ensure you have the right people in the leadership team in the first place, and
protect yourself from the wrong people. You then have to determine which roles each fills on the team. As a
leadership team reflect on this illustration and 1 Cor l2.

Reflect on the various giftings in your current CS leadership team and how these could, and should, be better
used in your group. Complete a simple list of the roles needed to achieve your CS mission, the list of leaders
available and their gift mix. Join the opportunities with the gifted people.

Getting Started, Finding Your Leadership Team
cf CSI Mission Manual for outline of Principles for Establishing a Local Mission

Seek a Team For those who are starting out with a new team or need to revision a team with new leadership
the following are helpful guidelines (the timing may change, but the core principles will need to be incorporated.)

Pray. Pray for God to move amongst people, "Pray to the Lord of the harvest to send labourers!"
Matthew 9:37
Advertise. Share you vision amongst like minded people, churches & other groups who may have a
heart for the surfing community.
Gathering. Gather a wide range of interested people over a meal or in a casual setting and encourage
all to share their hearts. Hang out, go surfing, hear one another's testimony, get to know one another.
Refining. Continue to refine that group with a future meeting to lay out the vision that God is placing
on your hearts. Allow each person to help shape this, whilst staying on track.
Foundations. Lay CS foundations. Reflect the CS vision statement "To be a Christian presence and
witness in the _______ surfing community" (insert your local/nation). Reflect the CS core values by
writing each value and reflect how a strategy would look with these. (the CSI DVD is helpful here). Set
boundaries and parameters for that vision. What group of people? What geographic area? What areas of
interest eg: contests, camps, coaching etc.
Commitment. Give a clear opportunity to prayerfully respond to join the leadership team. By this stage
you should be able to identify each persons vision/heart; spiritual gifting; time availabilities; leadership
capabilities. Bill Hybels defines his criteria for leadership as Character (godly character is the non-
negotiable ingredient), Competency (able to do certain things well) and Chemistry (sense of connection
with the key leader, the team and the mission).
Incubation. Just as chickens incubate before they hatch, so do most missions and strategies. Lay out a
plan for 6 months (suggested time frame) meeting together to pray, dream, plan, strategise. No running
events, no grommets, no random people, no program. Focus on building unity, intimacy, godliness,
understanding. etc.
Delegating. The team leader should be able to facilitate delegating to the team. Tips on delegation:
delegate ministry not merely a job; match ministry with gifting and passion; constantly affirm how each
delegated role contributes to the overall mission; be clear and concise with outcomes deadline etc, give
authority to go with responsibility, let them wear the consequences (good or bad); don't micro-manage;
have regular time for assessment with the team in team meetings.
Launch a Ministry. With clear intention, promotion, teamwork and excellence! Based on reflection on
both the community and the leadership team, a strategy of ministry can be launched.

Brainstorm a 6 month strategy for developing a new (or renewed) local leadership team. Where a new national
mission is the object, refer to the CSI Mission Manual for the process of establishing.



Keeping Going, Maintaining Your Leadership Team.
Hybels states "If the church is the hope of the world, then leadership is the hope of the church." Organisations
and causes stand and fall largely according to their leadership. As a leader, it is essential one sees the priority
of maintaining and developing your leadership team. Regular meetings are part of this. If you have not been in
a mission with a regular leadership meeting, or have experienced poor models, be prepared to grow in this area.

As a leadership team, discuss what you think are the good ingredients for good leadership development and
leadership meetings?

Principles for a Healthy Leadership Team

Maintain the balance of mission purpose and personal care
Ensure people are given opportunities to grow and even to fail in a safe environment
Make sure no one ever feels alone
Invest holistically in one another's lives - beyond the program, beyond surfing
Biblical 'one another' principles in how we treat one another

Principles for Good Leadership Team Meetings

Avoid the word 'committee,' you are a leadership ministry team!
Meetings need to be orderly. The leadership team needs to meet regularly (at least once a month/term),
at a set time and place, with a facilitator and some sort of agenda with minutes recorded to keep the
group accountable for action.
Meetings need to be sensitive. See that everyone's opinion is respected. No member should be allowed to
'bulldozer' their views across. Where differences do occur, and these aren't always bad, talk things out
until a consensus is reached. If unity cannot be reached over an important issue, postpone with prayer.
At times you may have to agree to disagree and submit to make a united decision.
Meetings need to allow for assessment. Specific tasks are assigned to specific people; a time and method
of evaluation; allow praise or rebuke where necessary; be prepared to give and receive positive criticism
ie. "It could have been better if..."; have a periodic review of overall strategy.
Meetings need to be spiritual. It is not to be as a secular business meeting. Include praise, prayer,
confession, sharing.
Meetings need to deal with money. Have an authorised account, treasurer and keep a record open to the
team.
Meetings need to keep their mission focus. Never lose sight of the true purpose of Christian Surfers. We
are not a 'youth group' nor are we a 'therapy group' or even a 'surfing club.' All that we do should have
in mind God's mission to our community.
Meetings need to have fun and engage their members. Remember birthdays, give affirmation, do some
crazy icebreakers, laugh at ourselves, celebrate.

This is a condensed version of a unit from the CS Foundations Training. You can have the outlines of both the
Leaders Notes and Trainees Worksheets for this and other units by going to the affiliates password section of the
CSI website: http://www.christiansurfers.net/FilesLogin.aspx.

1.1 CS Fundamental: Vision, mission, core values, core strategies of CS
1.2 Leadership Issues: Character, style, stages, habit of Godly leaders.
1.3 Building partnerships with the local church and other ministries.
1.4 Developing and maintaining a leadership team, community and Kingdom culture.
1.5 Evangelism Content: Fundamentals and preparing a testimony.
1.6 Evangelism Process: Building relationships and recognizing stages of responsiveness.
1.7 CS Best Practices: Structure, systems, legal, finances requirements as per country.
1.8 The Surfing Culture: Trends, contextualization, values, and ways to effect culture.

Contact your national leader for password.

All material remains the right of Christian Surfers International and no changes may be made without the consent
of the CSI office.

http://www.christiansurfers.net/FilesLogin.aspx
mailto:info@christiansurfers.net

